
Motivational Speaker

Strategist and Storyteller

Entrepreneur and Educator

Former Top 10 World-Ranked Athlete

Crafting Your Why
Strategic Storytelling for
Business
How Sports and Business
Interconnect Within The Global
Economy

Speaking Topics Include

MPG:
MATCHING

THE PERFECT
KEYNOTE
SPEAKER,

ENTERTAINER &
ATHLETE TO

YOUR EVENT.
 

 EVERY TIME.

We are all storytellers.

Invite our speakers to

share their stories 

with you.

MolliePlotkinGroup.com
215-510-6607

AK Ikwuakor
"Coach AK"

-Coach AK

"My experience enables me to facilitate
individuals, communities, and companies
processes not only to survive, but thrive."



Sports & Business - How sports and entrepreneurship interconnect in the fast-paced global
economy.
Self-Awareness & Motivation - The importance of strategic storytelling and and how to strengthen
self-awareness. 
Sales - Understand how strategic storytelling influences buying decisions and builds essential
rapport with customers.
Public Speaking - How to develop your public speaking skills through different modules that help
you speak with influence and authenticity. 

Coach AK’s experience and expertise make him one of the most captivating motivational speakers in
the world. Whether you're looking for a keynote or full day program, Coach AK is the speaker that
will have you motivated, educated and inspired. 

Coach AK has spent his life building an illustrious resume. He has traveled to more than thirty
countries and has worked with students, coaches, athletes, CEOs and victims of terrorism. He
teaches his audience to challenge what they know and who they think they are. The word most often
used to describe listening to Coach AK is “transformative”.  

Coach AK's keynotes and philosophy focus on four core topics:

Coach AK has personal experience in all topics that he speaks about. Having worked with thousands
of individuals around the world, including Raymond James, Google, and Coach K of Duke Basketball,
Coach AK provides a unique and multi-faceted approach to leadership and communication. He
labels himself as “Unbranded”, existing outside of all norms and expectations. Coach AK's goal is that
everyone who attends one of his events walks away with the mentality of being “unbranded” as well. 

Coach AK Ikwuakor has educated, entertained and transformed audiences all over the world. His
experience as a speaker, trainer and facilitator on Global Awareness, Community Building and
Diversity and Inclusion are sought after for their poignancy and effectiveness.

Now it's your turn to bring the excitement of Coach AK to your playing field. 
 

Let us tell you Coach AK's story

Moll iePlotkinGroup.com
215-510-6607


